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How is Waxing Half Moon magic 
showing up in our world? What 
are your experiences with half-light 
revelations? What secrets can be 
discerned in the Shadows? How do 
we best use the gifts of innovation—
bright imaginings, dark cautions? 
What tricks for balancing do you 
have to share?

What spells are at hand to lift our 
spirits? To breathe new life into 
unfinished projects? Who are the 
young leaders giving you hope for 
the future? What are you brewing 
up that will brighten our horizons?

What learning curves are cresting in 
your life? What creative manifestations 
are you concocting? What excess are 
you clearing away? Are obstacles 
appearing in your growth journey? 
How do you bravely face fears, 
overcome doubt? 

What growing edges of Change offer 
opportunity in our communities? 
What wonders will unfold for rescue 
of Mother Earth and her creatures? 
For compassion among her peoples? 

What rabbits do we need to pull out of 
our hats to ease suffering and address 
social justice, generational trauma, 
health crises, climate devastation?

How do we deal with conflict? In 
our personal lives? In society? What 
shall we do about sharp ideological 
divides? Let’s conjure love, forgiveness, 
kindness as energies to grow and 
celebrate. What incantations for 
joyful cooperation can we imagine? 
What community magic is growing 
right in front of us?
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Women! We invite you to submit your art and writing!                

Current We'Moon themes follow the Moon from dark 
to light and back again. For We'Moon 2024, we invoke 
the Waxing Half Moon: She dwells in the magical balance 
of equal Shadow and Light. What can we divine in this 
mysterious half-light? 

Deep bows to the unstoppable Moon—we rely on her 
persistence to inspire our own determination and expanding 
joy. She encourages decisive choices, lends courage in the 
face of hurdles, and energizes the dreams and visions we 
have been nurturing. Come along with her; relish growth, 
embrace confidence, invite heartful creativity.

This curious edge where Light meets Dark is an 
exquisite place for evaluating options; for inventing 
solutions for societal repair and the sorely needed healing 
of our Earth-home. We can affirm that challenges often 
hold unseen possibilities; look for revelations in nearby 
shadows. Darkness does insist on her space. 

Let’s conjure spells for clear focus, inspired hope. See, 
there, the glow of inspiration and hints of wondrous 
possibilities that are beginning to curve into the light? 

Share what you find there with us! 

Mama Quilla, Mistress of Moon Time,     
how cleverly you set this scene—Half Light, Half Dark.

Artemis, Warrior MoonStar of the Night Sky,              
We bask in your radiant strength,

polish our crafty tools, follow your lead
in this Bright and Shadow tightrope dance.

Shakti, Mother of All Energy, we master with you
the steps of magical balance.

In This Edge Moment: We can take stock.
Decipher the obstacles. Commit to our passions for

 Invention      repair      kindness.
Nike, Holy Mama of Victory, ride with us the rhythm

of increasing light, the pulse of growth.  
Keep us on our toes,  Moon Dancer.

Glow on!  Wax certain!
We marvel at your tricks, 

the spell-binding costume Changes.
All Praise to your Divine Play! 
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